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ECONOMIC UPDATE 

Uncertainties emerge  

The 4th Covid-19 outbreak might hinder the recovery momentum 

The recent Covid-19 outbreak began on 27 Apr when a 63-year-old man in the 
Yen Bai province  was tested positive with the coronavirus, making this the first 
case of a Covid-19 community transmission after 34 days of no local 
transmission case. The outbreak has now spread to 26 localities, including 
Vietnam’s two largest cities, with total cases of 333 as of 9 May. We consider 
that the new COVID-19 outbreak would hinder the recovery momentum of 
Vietnam's economy, especially over the next two months. 

Rising inflationary pressure  

Headline inflation was 2.7% yoy in Apr 2021 (from 1.2% yoy in Mar 2021). The 
headline was mostly driven by the 17.7% yoy increase in transportation price 
index as domestic RON95 petrol price was average at VND19,001/liter which 
is 45.9% higher than the price level in Apr 2020. We expect inflationary 
pressure to remain high in May-June 2021 period before cooling down in the 
second half of 2021.  

Vietnam’s economy kicked off positively in 2Q21  

Vietnam’s IHS Markit Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI) reached a 29-month 
high of 54.7pts in Apr 2021, indicating stronger expansion in manufacturing 
sector. Meanwhile, gross retail sales of consumer goods and services rose 
significantly by 30.9% yoy from a very low level of Apr 2020. Note that Vietnam 
applied national lockdown in Apr 2020, dealing severe blow to service sector.  

Public investment accelerated to support growth  

According to General Statistics Office (GSO), disbursed state capital rose 
23.9% yoy to VND30.4tr in Apr 2021. For 4M21, disbursed state capital 
increased 16.3% yoy to VND98.7tr (above the 14.5% rate seen in 4M20), 
equivalent to 21.5% of the full-year target.  

 

  Figure 1: Headline inflation rose 2.7% yoy in Apr 21  

 
                                                                                            Source: GSO, VNDIRECT RESEARCH 

▪ Manufacturing sector expanded further with Apr PMI climbing to 54.7pts, 

the highest level since Nov 2018 

▪ Service sector experienced stronger recovery in Apr with gross retail sales 

of consumer goods and services increasing 2.3% mom (+30.9% yoy).   

▪ We see some emerging uncertainties, including the 4th outbreak of COVID-

19 in Vietnam and higher inflationary pressure.  
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UNCERTAINTIES EMERGE 

The forth Covid-19 outbreak might hinder the recovery momentum  

A fresh Covid-19 outbreak began on 27 Apr when a 63-year-old man in the Yen 
Bai province was tested positive with the coronavirus, making this the first case 
of a Covid-19 community transmission after 34 days of no local transmission 
case. The outbreak has now spread to 26 localities, including Vietnam’s two 
largest cities, with total cases of 333 as of 9 May. We consider that the new 
COVID-19 outbreak could hinder the recovery momentum of Vietnam's 
economy, especially over the next two months.  

We consider that the services sector will again bear the brunt of the economic 
damage caused by this 4th Covid-19 wave. The recovery of tourism could be 
halted due to the fresh wave of outbreaks while the shutdown of some 
nonessential services in several provinces could reduce the growth of service 
sub-sectors, especially accommodation and catering, travel and entertainment. 

We expect manufacturing sector to be less affected by the forth wave of 
COVID-19 as we believe in the strong recovery of global economy in the 
upcoming months thanks to vaccination that could bring more orders for 
Vietnam’s manufacturing products.  

 

Rising inflationary pressures  

Vietnam’s headline inflation climbed to 2.7% yoy in Apr 2021 (vs. 1.2% in the 
previous month). In which, the transportation CPI rose sharply by 17.7% yoy 
as RON95 petrol price climbed to VND19,001/liter on average in Apr 2021, 
which is 43.9% higher than its level in the same period last year. Moreover, the 
accommodation & construction materials CPI edged up to 2.8% yoy in Apr 2021 
(vs. 0.8% yoy in Mar 2021), mostly driven by the increase of gas price as well 
as the rising of iron and steel prices. To be specific, the average retail price of 
12kg LPG cylinder surged 37.2% yoy to VND380,000/cylinder in Apr 2021. In 
addition, construction steel price rose to an average of VND15.7m/ton in Apr 
2021, up 44% over the same period last year. On the other hand, pork price fell 
9.7% yoy to VND73.720/kg (-2.2% mom) in Apr 2021, which led to a 0.7% year-
on-year decrease in food price index.  

Figure 2: Headline CPI rose 2.7% yoy in Apr 2021    Figure 3: Transportation CPI surged amid rising crude oil price  

 

  

 
   Source: GSO, VNDIRECT RESEARCH      Source: GSO, VNDIRECT RESEARCH 
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We expect the transportation CPI to climb higher in the next two months. To be 
specific, we forecast that the RON95 petrol price would average at 
VND19.636/liter in May-Jun 2021 period, or 46.8% higher than the figure in 
May-Jun 2020 period. Furthermore, we expect the construction steel price 
could rose higher due to the increase in input material prices such as iron ore, 
steel billet, scrap as well as rising transportation costs. Also, EVN had reduced 
electricity prices in May-July 2020 period to support customer amid the first 
outbreak of COVID-19 and now EVN no longer provides this kind of support. 
Therefore, we expect headline inflation to keep accelerating and average at 4-
5% yoy in 2Q21F (vs. 0.3% in 1Q21).  

We expect inflationary pressure to ease in Aug-Dec 21 period thanks to a lower 
food & foodstuff CPI and keep unchanged our forecast of the 2021F average 
headline CPI increase of 2.9% yoy.  

Figure 4: Metal prices rose further in Apr 2021    Figure 5: Transportation cost increased amid rising oil price  

 

  

 
   Source: BLOOMBERG, VNDIRECT RESEARCH      Source: BLOOMBERG, VNDIRECT RESEARCH 

 

  Figure 6: Food prices rose due to supply disruption amid COVID-19 pandemic   

 
                                                                              Source: BLOOMBERG, VNDIRECT RESEARCH 
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Vietnam’s economy saw a stronger recovery in Apr 2021  

Vietnam’s Index of Industrial Production (IIP) in Apr 2021 suggests the strong 
expansion of industrial sector, led by manufacturing activities. To be specific, 
the general IIP rose 1.1% mom and 24.1% yoy. It should be noted that the 
impressive year-on-year growth is mainly due to the low output of Apr 2020 
when Vietnam applied national lockdown to prevent the spread of first wave of 
COVID-19. Regarding to sub-sectors, manufacturing increased strongly by 
29.1% yoy (+0.5% mom), electricity production and distribution increased by 
16.4% yoy  (+2.6% mom), waste and wastewater management and treatment 
rose 11.1% yoy (+4.4% mom), and mining edged up 1.8% yoy (+3.8% mom).  

Figure 7: PMI hit the highest level since Dec 2018    Figure 8: Industrial production index (IIP) by category   

 

  

 
   Source: GSO, VNDIRECT RESEARCH      Source: GSO, VNDIRECT RESEARCH 

 

The Apr PMI of Vietnam climbed to a 29-month high of 54.7pts in Apr 2021 (vs 
53.6pts in Mar 2021), indicating that the operating conditions of the 
manufacturing sector continued to improve significantly. The reopening and 
recovery of major economies, especially the US and China, has boosted 
demand for essential and durable goods, thereby increasing new orders for the 
manufacturing sector in Vietnam. Output of the manufacturing sector also 
increased significantly, following the rise of new orders. In addition, selling 
prices recorded the fastest increase in nearly a decade thanks to (1) strong 
demand after COVID-19 was contained in major economies such as the US 
and China and (2) input costs edged up further due to the ongoing increase in 
raw material prices, according to IHS Markit.  

Like industrial sector, service sector also recorded impressive year-on-year 
growth due to the low base of the same period last year amid national 
lockdown. Gross retail sales of consumer goods and services in Apr 2021 
reached VND409.4 trillion, up 2.3% over that in the previous month and up 
30.9% over that in the same period last year. For 4M21, gross retail sales of 
consumer goods and services rose 10.0% yoy (vs. a decline of 2.8% yoy in 
4M20). If excluding the price factor, the increase was 9.0% (that in the same 
period in 4M20 decreased by 7.8%). 

To be specific, all aspects of the service sector strengthen in Apr 2021 when 
the COVID-19 pandemic was well-contained domestically. The travelling 
service recorded the highest year-on-year growth with revenue reached 
VND0.9 trillion (+9.6% mom), increasing 16.5 times over the same period last 
year. Furthermore, revenue of accommodation and catering service rose 5.8% 
mom to  VND41.5 trillion, nearly doubling the level of Apr 2020. Moreover, retail 
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sale edged up 1.9% mom to VND324.2 trillion (+22.2% yoy) while revenue of 
other services inched up 1.8% mom to VND42.8 trillion (+66.0% yoy).   

Figure 9: The recovery of service sector accelerated in Apr 2021    Figure 10: Hospitality experienced stronger recovery   

 

  

 
   Source: GSO, VNDIRECT RESEARCH      Source: GSO, VNDIRECT RESEARCH 

 

Import and export activities keep accelerating  

Vietnam has won more external orders when some major countries, especially 
the US, UK and Russia, took further steps to rebuilt their economies after 
reaching high immunization rate to prevent coronavirus. Per GSO data, export 
value rose 44.9% yoy to about US$25.5bn in Apr 2021. For 4M21, export value 
climbed to US$103.9bn (+28.3% yoy).  

Figure 11: Exports keep accelerating    Figure 12: Top strongest export growth by category in Apr (% yoy) 

 

  

 
   Source: GSO, VNDIRECT RESEARCH      Source: GSO, VNDIRECT RESEARCH 

 

Among Vietnam’s export products, the items that recorded the highest export 
growth rates in Apr 2021 include rubber (+169.0% yoy), textile fibres (+100.3% 
yoy), steel (+98.2% yoy), camera & camcoders (+95.2% yoy), other basic metal 
and products (+86.0% yoy) and machine and instrument (+75.8% yoy). Also, 
we saw further improvement in exports of some products that were heavily 
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affected by the COVID-19 pandemic last year, including textile  (+42.4% yoy), 
footwear (+32.5% yoy) and auxiliary materials for textile, clothing, leather and 
footwear (+40.3% yoy).  

As for imports, the increasing demand for imported raw materials and input 
products as well as the recovery of domestic consumption has spurred import 
activities in last recent months. Specifically, Vietnam’s import spending rose to 
US$27.0bn in Apr 2021 (+43.5% yoy), bringing the accumulated import value 
in 4M21 to US$102.6bn. As a result, Vietnam’s trade surplus in 4M21 narrowed 
to US$1.3bn (vs. a trade surplus of US$2.7bn seen in 4M20). 

Among Vietnam’s key import products, the items that witnessed the strong 
import growth rates in Apr 2021 include electronic devices, computers and their 
parts (+41.1% yoy),  machinery and instrument (+33.9% yoy), mobile phone 
(+33.8% yoy), fabric (+34.3% yoy), plastic (+42.5% yoy), steel (+50.4% yoy) 
and automobile (+115.6% yoy).  

 

State investment accelerated while the Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) 

flattened in Apr 2021   

We saw signals that the government stepped up public investment to support 

growth. According to GSO, disbursed investment under the state budget (public 

investment) in Apr 2021 jumped 23.9% yoy (+14.3% mom) to reach VND30.4tr. 

For 4M21,  disbursed state capital increased 16.3% yoy to VND98.7tr (above 

the 14.5% rate seen in 4M20), equivalent to 21.5% of the full-year target. We 

expect the government to keep accelerating the disbursement of public 

investment throughout 2021F to support growth. 

Figure 13: FDI inflows    Figure 14: Public investment maintained a positive growth 
(VNDbn) 

 

  

 
   Source: GSO, VNDIRECT RESEARCH      Source: GSO, VNDIRECT RESEARCH 

 

According to the Ministry of Planning and Investment (MPI), the registered 
capital of FDI projects in 4M21 slid 0.7% yoy to US$12.3bn, which still improves  
from a 15.5% decline in 4M20. To be more specific, 451 newly licensed projects 
with a registered capital of US$8.5bn, an increase of 24.7% in terms of 
registered capital compared to the same period in 2020; 263 projects licensed 
in the previous years approved to adjust investment capital (incremental FDI) 
with total additional capital of US$2.7bn (-10.6% yoy); 1,151 turns of capital 
contribution and share purchases of foreign investors with total value of capital 
contribution of US$1.0bn, a drop of 57.8% over the same period in 2020.  
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Regarding to disbursement capital, the implemented capital of FDI projects 
reached US$5.5bn, increasing 6.8% yoy (vs. a 9.6% decrease in the entire-
2020).  

Figure 15: List of major FDI projects in 4M21 

 
                                                                                              Source: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, MPI 

 

Higher deposit rate is unlikely in short-term  

We saw a strong increase in cash withdrawal and payment demand in late-Apr 
before long holiday (employees are allowed to a 4-day holiday from 30 Apr to 
3 May). As a result, several banks increased demand for borrowing money on 
the interbank system to support short-term liquidity, which resulted in a sharp 
increase in interbank interest rates in late-Apr. According to Bloomberg data, 
overnight rate edged up 40 basis points to 0.55% on 29 Apr. Moreover, 
interbank interest rate of 1-week term to 3-month term rose in a range of 13 to 
60 basis point in Apr 2021. Meanwhile, deposit rate of both SOE banks and 
private banks stayed flat in Apr 2021.  

Figure 16: Interbank interest rate inched up before long holiday 
(%)  

  Figure 17: Deposit rate stayed flat during Apr 2021 (%)  

 

  

 
   Source: BLOOMBERG, VNDIRECT RESEARCH      Source: Commercial banks, VNDIRECT RESEARCH 

 

Room for further policy rates cut is limited, in our view, following : (1) a higher 
inflationary pressure in 2Q21F amid rising global crude oil price, (2) real estate 
prices in some provinces and cities rose sharply in recent months due to land 
fever so that the State Bank of Vietnam (SBV) will be more carefully to loosen 
monetary policy further. Additionally, we see that deposit interest rate is unlikely 
to decrease lower as the recovery of Vietnam’s economy leads to an increase 
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in credit demand so that commercial banks must maintain an attractive deposit 
interest rate level to raise capital amid higher competition from other investment 
channels such as real estate and securities. However, we saw little pressure to 
raise deposit rate at least in the next two months. 

Meanwhile, we expect credit interest rate to maintain stable until the end of 
2021 to support growth. With relatively good margins of commercial banks, we 
consider that commercial banks will be required to stabilize lending interest 
rates to support businesses recovery.  

 

The Vietnam dong could strengthen against the U.S. dollar in May   

The depreciation of the USD in the international currency market in Apr 2021 
with the Dollar Index (DXY) dropping to 90.6pts on 28 Apr, the lowest level in 
the last 2 months. It led to the strengthen of regional currencies, including 
Vietnam dong. As at 29 Apr, the Vietnam Central bank-set exchange rate for 
the US$/VND stood at 23,158, fell 0.4% mom, while the interbank exchange 
rate for US$/VND also slid 0.1% mom. Meanwhile, the US$/VND exchange 
rate in the free market  dropped 0.5% mom. As the Federal Reserve System 
(FED) maintains loosening monetary policies to support growth, the dollar is 
expected to remain weak next month, so the dong could accelerate further 
against the U.S. dollar during next month. However the increase could be 
limited.     

Figure 18: Regional currencies vs. the USD (% YTD)   Figure 19: USD/VND fell amid a weakening USD (US$/VND) 

 

  

 
   Source: BLOOMBERG, VNDIRECT RESEARCH      Source: SBV, VNDIRECT RESEARCH 
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We maintain our forecasts for 2021F  

We recognize both potential upside risks and downside risks of Vietnam’s 
economy occurring in Apr 21. Firstly, the stronger recovery of some major 
economies, including the US, UK and China, could lift the demand for 
Vietnam’s export. Secondly, the government could accelerate public 
investment and maintain loosening monetary policy to support growth. 
However, the forth outbreak of COVID-19 pandemic could halt the recovery of 
Vietnam’s economy in the next two months. It will take time to observe and 
quantify the potential impacts of the new COVID-19’s outbreak on Vietnam’s 
economic outlook. In general, we still believe that Vietnam’s macroeconomic 
fundamentals would continue to be strengthened with its current account 
surplus, higher trade surplus and better foreign reserves, in our view; these 
buffers should help Vietnam cope with both internal and external risks. We keep 
our 2021F GDP growth forecast for Vietnam’s economy unchanged at 6.7%. 

Figure 20: Key macro forecasts in 2021 

 
                                                                           Source: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, GSO, SBV, MOF 
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This report has been written and distributed by Research Department, VNDIRECT Securities Corporation. The information contained in 
this report is prepared from data believed to be correct and reliable at the time of issuance of this report. Unless otherwise stated, this 
report is based upon sources that VNDIRECT considers to be reliable. These sources may include but are not limited to data from the 
stock exchange or market where the subject security is listed, or, where appropriate, any other market. Information on the company(ies) 
are based on published statements, information disclosure and announcements of the company(ies), and information resulting from our 
research. VNDIRECT has no responsibility for the accuracy, adequacy or completeness of such information. 

All estimates, projections, forecasts and expression of opinions contained in this report reflect the personal views and opinions of the 
analyst(s) responsible for the production of this report. These opinions may not represent the views and position of VNDIRECT and may 
change without notice. 

This report has been prepared for information purposes only. The information and opinions in this report should not be considered as an 
offer, recommendation or solicitation to buy or sell the subject securities, related investments or other financial instruments. VNDIRECT 
takes no responsibility for any consequences arising from using the content of this report in any form.  

This report and all of its content belongs to VNDIRECT. No part of this report may be copied or reproduced in any form or redistributed in 
whole or in part, for any purpose without the prior written consent of VNDIRECT. 

 

RECOMMENDATION FRAMEWORK 

Stock Ratings Definition: 

 Add The stock’s total return is expected to reach 15% or higher over the next 12 months. 

 Hold The stock’s total return is expected to be between negative 10% and positive 15% over the next 12 months. 

 Reduce The stock’s total return is expected to fall below negative 10% over the next 12 months. 

The total expected return of a stock is defined as the sum of the: (i) percentage difference between the target price and the current price and (ii) the 

forward net dividend yields of the stock. Stock price targets have an investment horizon of 12 months. 

  

Sector Ratings Definition: 

 Overweight An Overweight rating means stocks in the sector have, on a market cap-weighted basis, a positive absolute 

recommendation. 

 Neutral A Neutral rating means stocks in the sector have, on a market cap-weighted basis, a neutral absolute recommendation. 

 Underweight An Underweight rating means stocks in the sector have, on a market cap-weighted basis, a negative absolute 

recommendation. 
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